Chapter 8

Butterfly
In this chapter you just look at the pictures—of Wegener arc caustics. Unfortunately, not many of us will be lucky enough to see Wegener arcs in
streetlights.

Figure 8.1: Streetlight halo display. The butterfly wings are the upper
Wegener caustic, and the turquoise butterfly body is the Minnaert cigar,
that is, the 22◦ halo caustic. The lamp elevation Σ = 10◦ .
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Figure 8.2: Three other views of the display in Fig. 8.1. The Wegener caustic
curves on the observer’s side of space are eye-connected, those on the lamp
side are not.
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Figure 8.3: Upper and lower Wegener caustics, two views. Σ = 10◦ .
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Chapter 9

Forked Pillars and Helic Arcs
This chapter has some figures that may bear on the forked pillars that
were photographed by Jari Luomanen and Marko Riikonen in streetlights
on January 9-10, 2010. See the Ice Crystal Halos site [1] for Jari and Marko’s
description and photos of the display.
The forked pillars look like helic arcs. By a helic arc I mean not just
the traditional Parry helic arc but rather any halo that arises in reflections
from crystal faces that are inclined at some nearly constant angle to the
horizontal. The Parry helic arc is the 60◦ -helic arc, meaning that the responsible reflecting faces are inclined 60◦ to the horizontal, whereas the odd
radius helic arc would be the 62◦ -helic arc, since the reflecting faces are
inclined 62◦ . The parhelic circle is the 90◦ -helic arc, and the subsun and
supersun (or sublamp and superlamp) together are the 0◦ -helic arc. The
forked pillars in the Luomanen-Riikonen photos look like they might be,
say, 8◦ -helic arcs.
For any helic arc, I like to imagine the reflecting crystal faces as replaced
with little one-sided mirrors, all inclined at some constant angle. If the
silvered sides of the mirrors all face (partly) upward, then you get the lower
half of the helic arc. If they face downward, you get the upper half.
Figure 9.3 shows the upper half of the 8◦ streetlight helic arc. The responsible mirrors are inclined 8◦ and have their silvered sides facing downward. In the figure the horn-shaped surface is the helic arc and the yellow
curve is the superlamp. You see how closely related they are.
Figure 9.4 shows the same scene as the observer would see it—the only
way anybody would see it. The halo intensities in the figure are not apt to
be correct, but you do see a three-pronged pillar, as in Jari and Marko’s
photos.
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Neither the helic arc nor the superlamp in Fig. 9.3 would be visible if the
streetlamp were replaced by a spotlight pointed straight at the observer, as
in Fig. 9.5. The spotlight would miss all the mirrors that, in the streetlight,
would make the halo.
Jari photographed the forked pillar in his spotlight. His lamp elevation Σ,
though, was low, and that makes a big difference. Figure 9.6 shows the same
display as before but now with Σ = 5◦ instead of Σ = 20◦ . The helic arc surface has changed a lot and in fact has become a fairly exotic creation, nothing
like the simple and plausible horn surface that we saw earlier. As soon as
the inclination of the lamp is less than the inclination of the mirrors, as here,
the entire lamp halo—the yellow line segment in the figure—becomes part
of the helic arc surface. A spotlight shining directly at the observer would
now light some—though not all—of the halo-making mirrors, as shown in
Fig. 9.7. In the spotlight display the observer would not see as much of the
helic arc (and superlamp) as he did in the streetlight display,1 but he would
see some of it. Figure 9.8 shows the observer’s views, first in the streetlight,
then in the spotlight.
Since with Σ = 5◦ the helic arc is now eye-connected, then, unlike the
Σ = 20◦ case, it has a non-empty classical (i.e., source-at-infinity) instance.
In Fig. 9.8 the red dots trace out the classical instance. The classical instance is the contour of the ordinary upper sunpillar that arises in mirrors
inclined 8◦ . Stuchtey [9] had drawn such contours already by 1919. But the
red contour in Fig. 9.8 is the only feature that we have seen so far in this
chapter that has any existence in classical halo theory.
If you run a classical simulation of the upper part of the 8◦ -helic arc
for Σ = 5◦ , you will get the red halo in Fig. 9.8, that’s all. That halo is a
far cry from the streetlight display, even if you use a spotlight instead of a
streetlight. For spatial halos, classical simulations are not always going to
work, even if the source is a spotlight rather than a streetlight.

Dependence on lamp elevation
Figure 9.9 and Fig. 9.10 illustrate the dependence of the upper 8◦ -helic arc
on lamp elevation Σ. From the reader’s vantage point, the surfaces change
dramatically with Σ, but to the observer their shapes are pretty much the
same for all low to moderate Σ. The shape is a filled-in vee whose half-angle
1
I say ‘streetlight,’ but I always understand the streetlight lamp to be omnidirectional,
not shaded.
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Figure 9.1: The half-angle κm of the vee of the streetlight 8◦ -helic arc as a
function of lamp elevation Σ. It does not change much.
κm is given by Eq. (10.1), namely,
Ê

cos κm =

cos 2η + cos 2Σ
,
1 + cos 2Σ

where η is the inclination of the mirrors; in our case, η = 8◦ . So κm is
exactly 8◦ for Σ = 0◦ , and it only increases slightly as Σ varies up to, say,
40◦ (Fig. 9.1). Thus the streetlight helic arcs in the left-hand diagram of
Fig. 9.8, where Σ = 5◦ , and in Fig. 9.4, where Σ = 20◦ , look the same. You
can confirm that in both diagrams the half-angle of the vee is about eight
degrees.
In Fig. 9.9 and Fig. 9.10 the helic arc surfaces are parameterized, rather
than depicted as collections of dots as in, say, Fig. 9.3. The parameterized
surfaces convey their shapes better than do the dot depictions.
To get the upper helic arcs for negative Σ, you just interchange the
observer and the lamp in the diagrams of Fig. 9.9 and Fig. 9.10.

When the lamp is below the observer
The upper 8◦ -helic arc is shown in Fig. 9.11 for Σ = −20◦ . It differs from the
helic arc for Σ = 20◦ (Fig. 9.3) only by a reflection in a vertical plane, and
the two arcs (surfaces) might therefore seem equivalent from the reader’s
vantage point. To the observer, though, they will look different. Replacing
the streetlight by a spotlight, as in Fig. 9.12, now suggests an intriguing
halo to look for. The observer’s views, both with the streetlight and with
the spotlight, are shown in Fig. 9.13. The observer’s view with the spotlight
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predicts a kind of egg-shaped loop, a worthy observing challenge for halo
devotees.
The loop is not quite the classical 8◦ -helic arc, as can be seen in Fig. 9.14.
I cannot predict whether the classical arc itself will show up in reality. It
looks like you would need an intense narrow spotlight beam. Or you could
try aiming the spotlight higher, so that the observer’s head is nearer the
edge of the beam.

Helic arc at infinity—the zenith ring
The classical helic arc is the “helic arc at the eye” and is analogous to the
superlamp at the eye (the superlamp spot). A helic arc at infinity ought
also to be possible, analogous to the superlamp at infinity (the zenith spot).
Figure 9.15 illustrates how every 8◦ -helic arc surface is asymptotic to a
vertical cone of angular radius eight degrees; this is true for all Σ, positive
or negative. To the observer, any such cone will appear at infinity as a circle
of radius eight degrees centered at the zenith.
But to understand this circle you do not need the fancy diagrams of
Fig. 9.15. If you imagine that your head and the lamp coincide, it is easy
to see where you have to look to see reflections from mirrors that are all
inclined eight degrees; the helic arc surface is itself a vertical cone. To the
observer, it appears as a circle overhead. See Fig. 9.2
So if I ever see good forked pillars, I am going to get my head close to
the lamp and look up. I hope to see a circle around the zenith—the “zenith
ring.” It would be a stunning sight.
You are not apt to find an unshaded streetlight whose lamp you can
just cuddle up to. But your spotlight should do the job just fine, if held
right next to your head and pointed straight up.2 The only hitch that I
can foresee is if the inclination of the mirrors happens to be larger than the
angular radius of your spotlight beam. In that case your next step would
be to aim the spotlight a few degrees away from the zenith to see if you can
at least catch an arc of the zenith ring.
The egg-shaped loop discussed in the previous section probably should
not count as a new halo, since it is a kind of Bottlinger ring. But the zenith
ring would be a legitimate novelty.
2
This same advice applied to looking for the zenith spot. Getting the spotlight close
to your head should concentrate the spot and trim its tail.
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Figure 9.2: Finding the 8◦ -helic arc surface when the lamp coincides with
the observer’s head. Mirrors that reflect light directly back to the lamp
(i.e., observer) are as shown. The ones that are inclined 8◦ are red. In three
dimensions they lie on a vertical cone of angular radius 8◦ with vertex at
the observer—this is the upper 8◦ helic arc surface for this special case. The
observer would perceive it as a circle of radius 8◦ centered at the zenith.

Summary of observing suggestions
If you are ever lucky enough to see forked pillars:
1. First, as just explained, look up. You will be looking for the zenith
ring—a circle centered at the zenith. This is the (upper) helic arc at infinity.
Prospects are best if you use a spotlight and hold it close to your head.
2. With a spotlight, try to approximate the arrangement of Fig. 9.12.
Or perhaps aim the beam a bit higher, so that your head is near the lower
edge of the beam but still inside it. (You are trying to light just the crystals
close to your eye, but of course you need to be left with some crystals, so
you have to experiment with the aiming of the beam.) You will be looking
for an egg-shaped loop located about as high above the horizon as the lamp
is below the horizon, as in Fig. 9.14. This is the helic arc at the eye (the
classical helic arc).
3. Check to see whether the form of the forked pillars in streetlights
changes much with (positive) lamp elevation. It shouldn’t, if our thinking
is correct. (Jari and Marko’s forked pillars changed with time—an obvious
and uninvited complication.)
4. Check to see whether the forked pillars are diminished by using a
spotlight instead of a streetlight. They should be, if our thinking is correct;
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see Fig. 9.8. And they should be killed completely if the elevation of the
spotlight is even moderately high, as in Fig. 9.5.
I must end these observing suggestions with the usual caveats. The
figures in this chapter are idealized in various ways, and their consequences
should be regarded more as suggestions than as predictions. There is very
little intensity information in the figures.
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upper 8o-helic arc
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Figure 9.3: The upper half of the streetlight 8◦ -helic arc. The halo arises
from reflections from little one-sided mirrors that are inclined 8◦ ± 0.5◦ to
the horizontal and that have their silvered sides facing downward. The
yellow curve is the superlamp; it arises in reflections from the same little
mirrors when they are horizontal. The helic arc and the superlamp are both
unbounded on top. The elevation of the lamp with respect to the observer’s
eye is Σ = 20◦ .
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Figure 9.4: The upper 8◦ -helic arc and superlamp of Fig. 9.3 as if photographed by the observer with a 20 mm rectilinear lens. If you zoom in on
the diagram, the helic arc may be seen better.
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Figure 9.5: Same as Fig. 9.3 but showing that the observer would not see
either the helic arc or the superlamp if using a spotlight beam as shown,
instead of the streetlight.
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upper 8o-helic arc

Σ = 5ο

Figure 9.6: Upper 8◦ -helic arc and superlamp for lamp elevation Σ = 5◦ .
The helic arc now extends below the level of the true lamp all the way
down to the lamp halo (the yellow line segment). The helic arc is now
eye-connected and so there should be a classical (source-at-infinity) version
of it.

upper 8o-helic arc

Σ = 5ο

Figure 9.7: Same but with the spotlight instead of the streetlight. The
observer sees less of the helic arc and superlamp, but he does see some.
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Figure 9.8: (Left) The 8◦ -helic arc and superlamp of Fig. 9.6 as if photographed by the observer with a 24 mm rectilinear lens. The red dots near
the lamp outline the classical version of this same helic arc. They are the
part of the helic arc surface very close to the observer’s eye. (Right) Same
but replacing the streetlight by a spotlight as in Fig. 9.7. Tick marks show
that the helic arc in the spotlight extends about 20◦ from the lamp. But
changing the configuration of the spotlight will make a big difference in the
appearance of the halos.
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Figure 9.9: Dependence of the upper 8◦ -helic arc (orange surface) on lamp
elevation Σ. The turquoise plane separates the lamp half-space from the
observer half-space. For negative Σ you just interchange the observer and
the lamp in these diagrams.
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Figure 9.10: The same upper 8◦ -helic arcs as in Fig. 9.9 but viewed from
the side. The turquoise plane is seen edge-on.
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Figure 9.11: The upper 8◦ -helic arc for Σ = −20◦ . You can get it from the
Σ = 20◦ helic arc (Fig. 9.3) by interchanging the observer and the lamp.
Here the lower 8◦ -helic arc is shown as well. It is the result of rotating
the upper arc 180◦ about the axis A, which is the horizontal perpendicular
bisector of the line segment between the observer and the lamp.
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Figure 9.12: Same as Fig. 9.11 but with a spotlight instead of a streetlight .
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Figure 9.13: (Left) The 8◦ -helic arc and the superlamp and sublamp of
Fig. 9.11 as if photographed by the observer with a 14 mm rectilinear lens.
(Right) Same but replacing the streetlight by a spotlight as in Fig. 9.12.
This spotlight helic arc with its distinctive loop would make a nice catch for
some lucky and persistent photographer.
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Figure 9.14: The 8◦ -helic arc and the superlamp, both of them formed in a
spotlight with Σ = −20◦ , the same as in the right-hand diagram of Fig. 9.13,
but here with the classical helic arc (red) and the classical superlamp (yellow
dot) as well.
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Figure 9.15: The upper 8◦ -helic arc (orange) together with the vertical cone
(turquoise) having angular radius 8◦ and vertex as shown. The helic arc
surface is asymptotic to the cone, regardless of Σ.

Chapter 10

Helic Arc Logic
The helic arc is an intriguing surface. It took me a long time to realize that
it is simpler than it appears. In this chapter I will explain why it looks the
way it does.
I am talking about the η-helic arc, that is, the halo formed by reflections
from mirrors that are inclined at an angle of η to the horizontal plane. The
normal vector to such a mirror can therefore be represented as a line element
of a vertical cone of angular radius η.
It will be convenient to put the vertex of the cone on the observer-lamp
line. To be specific, let the vertex be at the point O midway between the
observer and the lamp, as in Fig. 10.1. Now choose a cone element, such as
ON in the figure, and define the associated mirror contour to consist of the
points of the η-helic arc that have their mirrors perpendicular to ON. Thus
the mirror contour is just a superlamp-sublamp curve whose effective ‘up’
direction is ON. The plane of the mirror contour is the plane P containing
the observer, the lamp, and the point N. Figure 10.2 shows the mirror
contour for two choices of the point N on the cone. You see the similarity
with the true superlamp and sublamp of, say, Fig. 2.3.
When you change the point N so as to get different cone elements, you
get different mirror contours in different planes P . All such mirror contours
together make up the η-helic arc. Figure 10.3 is an example, though just for
the upper helic arc.

The observer’s view
The lower diagram in Fig. 10.4 shows the projections of the upper helic arc
to the plane Q and to the cone. Both projections are from the observer’s
eye. The ‘projection to the cone’ needs to be understood in the sense of the
141
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Figure 10.1: (Top) Vertical cone with angular radius η and with vertex at
the point O midway between the observer and the lamp. The cone elements,
such as ON here, represent normal vectors to mirrors for the η-helic arc.
Here η = 35◦ and lamp elevation Σ = 40◦ .
upper diagram in Fig. 10.4. That is, each mirror contour on the helic arc
gets projected to its associated cone element.
Figure 10.4 shows why, to an observer who has no depth perception
(and no sensitivity to intensities), our upper η-helic arc looks the same as
the vertical cone nappe of angular radius η. And both the upper helic arc
and the cone nappe look the same as the projection of the upper helic arc to
the plane Q. The observer sees an isosceles triangular region with its vertex
down and with its upper side curved.
Curved? That may not be so easy to see at first. The curved upper
boundary is formed by the cone at infinity, which is the same as the helic
arc at infinity. On the celestial sphere the cone at infinity is just the circle
of angular radius η centered on the zenith; it is the zenith ring discussed in
Chapter 9. Part of the cone at infinity is shown in Fig. 10.4, where it appears,
unlabelled, on the plane Q. However, the part of the cone at infinity that
forms the upper boundary of the helic arc lies outside the purple rectangle.
In general, depictions of streetlight halos on the celestial sphere can be
confusing, but in the present case such depictions are good at showing the
role of the cone at infinity; see Figure 10.5. There the upper helic arc is
composed of the blue curves, which are arcs of great circles. To the observer
they look straight, and in fact they look the same as the blue line segments
in Fig. 10.4—either on the cone or on plane Q—and they look the same as
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Figure 10.2: (Top) Mirror contour M (blue and red curves) for the direction
ON. It consists of the points of the η-helic arc that have their mirrors
perpendicular to ON. Since M is just a superlamp-sublamp curve whose
effective ‘up’ direction is ON, then M is in the plane P that contains the
observer, the lamp, and the point N. Selected points and their mirrors are
shown on M . The plane Q (purple) is perpendicular to the observer-lamp
line; for the moment its function is only to help with the perspective of
plane P . (Bottom) Same but with a different choice for the mirror normal
direction ON. In both diagrams η = 35◦ and Σ = 40◦ .
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η = 35ο, Σ = 40ο

Figure 10.3: Upper η-helic arc for η = 35◦ and Σ = 40◦ . The blue curves
are mirror contours, so on any one of them the halo-making mirrors would
all be parallel. Mirrors are shown on selected mirror contours.
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Figure 10.4: (Top) Upper half of the mirror contour M for the direction
ON, the same as in the bottom diagram of Fig. 10.2. Also shown are the
projection of M to the plane Q and the projection of M to the cone. All
three curves—M and its projections—look the same to an observer who
has no depth perception. (Bottom) Similar but allowing N to vary on the
cone. The upper helic arc itself (Fig. 10.3), its projection on Q, and its
projection on the cone—which in this case is the entire upper cone nappe—
all look the same to the observer having no depth perception. Though
the cone is shown truncated, it should be thought of as extending upward
indefinitely; the turquoise circle on the cone and its projection on Q are
logically unnecessary.
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Figure 10.5: Upper η-helic arc with η = 35◦ and Σ = 40◦ —the same helic
arc as in Fig. 10.3 but shown here on the celestial sphere. The celestial
sphere is oriented the same as is the observer-lamp diagram at the right.
That diagram should be thought of as tiny and with the observer’s eye at
the center of the sphere. The point L is the projection of the lamp on the
sphere.

the blue curves on the spatial helic arc itself, in Fig. 10.3.
To repeat: our upper helic arc, to the observer with no depth perception,
looks like the upper nappe of the cone. You can see, then, why to the
observer the upper helic arc looks about the same for all low to moderate
lamp elevations.1 For Σ = 0 the observer is looking horizontally at the cone
vertex. As Σ increases, the cone is being raised; the observer’s view of the
cone shape does not change much, at least initially.
The key parameter of the helic arc is thus its vertex angle, that is, the
angle between the two half planes that contain the observer-lamp line and
that are tangent to the cone, as in Fig. 10.6. The vertex angle is also the
angle N0 O0 M0 in the plane Q in the figure. The plane Q can be thought
of as the film plane of the observer’s camera if the camera is aimed at the
lamp, and hence the vertex angle can be measured from a photograph.2
From the tangency condition of Fig. 10.6, the vertex half-angle κm is
1

I am glossing over a subtlety that will not appear until Fig. 10.10.
But if the camera is aimed elsewhere, then the film plane has to be tilted, in which
case the angle that you measure in the film plane is not quite the vertex angle.
2
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Figure 10.6: The vertex angle of the helic arc. It is the angle 2κm of the
trough formed by the two half-planes P and P ∗ . They are the half-planes
that contain the observer-lamp line as their common edge and that are
tangent to the cone—along the cone elements ON and OM. The vertex
angle is also the angle N0 O0 M0 on plane Q, where N0 , O0 (the lamp), and
M0 are the projections, from the observer’s eye, of N, O, and M to Q.
(η = 35◦ and Σ = 20◦ .)
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Figure 10.7: The vertex half-angle κm of the η-helic arc as a function of lamp
elevation Σ. As Σ increases from zero, the angle κm increases only slowly
from its initial value of η. This confirms the intuition that to the observer
the cone does not look much different as its vertex begins to rise above the
level of the observer. Here η = 35◦ .

found to be given by
Ê

cos κm =

cos 2η + cos 2Σ
1 + cos 2Σ

(10.1)

Figure 10.7 shows how κm varies with Σ for the η-helic arc with η = 35◦ . The
angle κm does not change much—only about seven degrees—as Σ increases
from zero to 30◦ . This is consistent with what we expected; to the observer
the cone does not look much different as it rises.
Eventually, though, with sufficiently large Σ, the cone appearance to the
observer does change, and it changes dramatically. That happens when Σ
is large enough so that the lamp, to the observer, appears to be inside the
cone. All that is needed is Σ > 90 − η. Figure 10.8 shows the case η = 35◦
and Σ = 60◦ . To the observer the cone at infinity now surrounds the lamp,
and so does the helic arc.
Thus with increasing Σ the helic arc loses its vee-shaped appearance once
Σ reaches 90 − η. At that moment the trough of Fig. 10.6 has opened up
into a single plane with κm = 90◦ . For larger Σ the angle κm is undefined.
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Figure 10.8: Upper helic arc with η = 35◦ and Σ = 60◦ . Because Σ > 90 − η
the helic arc has lost its characteristic vee shape. Compare with Fig. 10.5.

Saving the best ’til last
Figure 10.9 shows the entire η-helic arc for η = 35◦ and Σ = 40◦ . The projection of the upper helic arc to the cone is the same as it was in Fig. 10.4—it
is the entire upper nappe of the cone. But on the lower helic arc a typical mirror contour (any red curve, upper left diagram of Fig. 10.9), when
projected to its corresponding cone element on the lower cone nappe, only
covers a part of the cone element. The projection of the lower helic arc to
the cone is therefore not the entire lower nappe but rather the lower nappe
with a bite taken out. The result looks exotic (and lovely), but it is not so
exotic if you keep in mind that each mirror contour consists of a superlamp
and sublamp curve (with a funny ‘up’ direction). One of the curves is eyeconnected and the other not. It is the eye-connected curves that cause the
subtlety. In the diagrams the red curves are the mirror contours that are
eye-connected, and the blue curves are those that are not.
By studying the three diagrams of Fig. 10.9 together, you should be able
to feel some sense of depth in the upper right diagram, the observer’s view.
Of the green contours on the upper helic arc in that diagram, the smallest
one is the lowest and the closest to the observer. As the green contours get
larger, they are getting higher and, in the observer’s view, they are tending
toward the cone at infinity. On the lower helic arc, the classical helic arc
is closest to the observer and in fact is right up against the observer’s eye;
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projection of lower
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Figure 10.9: (Top left) The η-helic arc with η = 35◦ and Σ = 40◦ . (Top
right) Observer’s view of the same helic arc. The larger tick marks are at intervals of five degrees. If all green contours had been plotted—corresponding
to a helic arc that was not truncated—they would extend to the cone at infinity and pile up on it. (Bottom) The projections of the same helic arc to
the cone and to the plane Q. As in Fig. 10.4, the projection of the upper
arc to the cone is the entire upper cone nappe. But because the lower arc
is eye-connected (red), its projection to the cone is the lower nappe with a
bite taken out.
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from the classical helic arc, the lower helic arc falls away from the observer.
In Fig. 10.9, with η = 35◦ and Σ = 40◦ , the mirror contours that are
eye-connected are all on the lower helic arc, and those that are not eyeconnected are on the upper. The observer’s view (upper right diagram) of
the upper helic arc is therefore largely guessable just from the reader’s view
(upper left diagram). But you can’t look at the reader’s view of the lower
arc and guess the observer’s view. That is the subtlety of eye-connectedness.
But Fig. 10.9 is not yet as bad (or good, if you like the exotic look) as it
gets. When Σ < η, as in Fig. 10.10, the eye-connected curves are no longer
confined to the lower helic arc but are instead distributed between both the
upper and lower arcs. So now the projection of the helic arc to the cone has
a bite taken out of both its upper and lower nappes.
Here is why the value Σ = η distinguishes between the situations of
Fig. 10.9 and Fig. 10.10. Each mirror contour of the helic arc consists of a
superlamp and sublamp curve. The superlamp curves all end, so to speak,
on the upper cone at infinity and make up the upper helic arc. (The sublamp
curves all end on the lower cone at infinity and make up the lower helic arc.)
The superlamp curves that are eye-connected are separated from those that
are not, by the superlamp curve whose effective lamp elevation is zero, that
is, by the curve whose corresponding cone element is perpendicular to the
observer-lamp line. But is there such a cone element? Yes, if Σ ≤ η. That
is when the plane through the vertex O of the cone and perpendicular to
the observer-lamp line intersects the cone in more than just the point O.
Figure 9.10 is an illustration.
So on the upper helic arc in Fig. 10.10, with Σ < η, you get a mix of the
red (eye-connected) and blue (not eye-connected) curves. (The same goes
for the lower arc.) The red and blue curves are separated from each other
by the purple X (unlabelled). If you think about the ordinary superlampsublamp ‘curve’ with lamp elevation zero, you will see why the X looks the
way it does.
Figure 10.11 illustrates again the dependence of our η-helic arc on Σ. Notice
the three different regimes: Σ < η, η < Σ < 90 − η, and Σ > 90 − η.

Line-of-sight tangents
Part of the intensity of a streetlight halo surface can be due to the geometry
of the surface itself. If the surface is S, then S-at-the-eye and S-at-infinity
would be examples (Section 2.6). For S-at-the-eye the observer looks along
S in directions that are tangent to S at the eye, and for S-at-infinity the
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cone at infinity

classical
helic arc

Q

projection of classical
helic arc to cone

η = 35ο, Σ = 20ο

Figure 10.10: Similar to Fig. 10.9 but with Σ = 20◦ instead of Σ = 40◦ .
Since Σ < η, both the upper and lower helic arcs have some mirror contours
that are eye connected (red), and the projection of the helic arc to the cone
has a bite taken out of each cone nappe.
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Σ = 0ο

Σ = 30ο

Σ = 60ο

Σ = 10ο

Σ = 40ο

Σ = 70ο

Σ = 20ο

Σ = 50ο

Σ = 80ο

η = 35ο

Figure 10.11: The η-helic arc, η = 35◦ , shown on the celestial sphere. As
usual, the heavy red curve is the classical helic arc, the light red curves
are mirror contours that are eye-connected, and the blue curves are mirror
contours that are not eye-connected. The cone at infinity (two horizontal
circles) does not depend on Σ.
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observer looks along S in directions that are ‘tangent to S at infinity.’ So
both S-at-the-eye and S-at-the-infinity are a little peculiar; it is not as if the
observer’s line of sight is tangent to a point that is truly on S and different
from the eye.
But this latter situation does sometimes occur. You see it in the lower
diagram in Fig. 3.3, where, if the observer looks in the direction of the lamp,
then he is looking tangentially along both the parhelic and superparhelic
circle surfaces. But this example is not interesting, since the observer sees
only the glare of the lamp in that direction.
Our upper η-helic arc with Σ < η provides a less trivial example. That
is, the observer’s lines-of-sight can be tangent to the halo surface at points
other than the eye and infinity. With η = 35◦ and Σ = 20◦ , the points of
tangency lie on the two mirror contours M and M 0 in Fig. 10.12. Those
contours project to the characteristic vee in Fig. 10.6, whose vertex halfangle is κm .
The left-hand diagram of Fig. 9.8 gives another example. If you zoom in
on it so that the dots do not saturate the halo, then you see a concentration
of dots along the vee of the halo. That is where the observer is looking
tangentially along the halo surface.
So some of the intensity in a streetlight halo display seems to have no
analog in a classical halo display. Points on a halo surface where the observer’s line of sight, as in the examples above, is tangent to the surface
should be considered as part of the halo caustic. But I have not yet thought
about how to define ‘caustic’ rigorously for a streetlight halo.
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M
M'

η = 35ο, Σ = 20ο

Figure 10.12: The η-helic arc, with η = 35◦ and Σ = 20◦ . The observer’s
line of sight is tangent to the halo surface everywhere along the two mirror
contours M and M 0 (turquoise). In fact, the blue trough—the same as in
Fig. 10.6—is tangent to the surface along the two contours. Those contours
project to the turquoise vee that contains the points M0 , N0 , and O0 in
Fig. 10.6. All else being equal, the vee should appear bright, since the
observer sees many halo-making mirrors in that direction.
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Chapter 11

The Kaleidoscope Arcs
The kaleidoscope arcs [12] are the helic, subhelic, anthelic, and subanthelic
arcs.1 It will quickly become clear that the terminology is a disaster, but I
will not change it yet and will instead invite suggestions; see Section 11.5.
Your chances of seeing a helic, subhelic, anthelic, or subanthelic arc in
a city streetlight are near zero. Standing with a spotlight downwind from
a snow making machine on a ski slope will improve your odds, but not
dramatically. I nevertheless will treat these halos, but mostly for the fun
of it.

11.1

(Parry) helic arc

The η-helic arc was treated in detail in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10. The helic
arc that I am talking about now is the traditional Parry helic arc, that is,
the arc formed by reflections of rays from the inclined faces of Parry oriented
columnar crystals. Since the responsible reflecting faces are inclined 60◦ to
the horizontal, this helic arc is an η-helic arc with η = 60◦ . As explained
in Chapter 10, the qualitative appearance of the helic arc therefore depends
on the relation of the lamp elevation Σ to η = 60◦ and to 90 − η = 30◦ .
Figure 11.1 shows the helic arc for Σ = 10◦ .

11.2

Subhelic arc

The subhelic arc is a two-dimensional version of the 120◦ parhelia. For both
halos the outgoing ray from the crystal differs from the incoming ray by a
1
The helion, subhelion, parhelic circle, and subparhelic circle should also be included
among the kaleidoscope arcs.
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helic arc
at infinity

helic arc
at eye

horizon

helic arc
at infinity

η = 60ο, Σ = 10ο

Figure 11.1: Helic arc for Σ = 10◦ .
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d = 120ο

observer

lamp

d = −120ο

Figure 11.2: Streetlight 120◦ parhelia as seen from above. Also see Fig. 3.9
and Fig. 1.5.
120◦ rotation about the crystal axis; for the 120◦ parhelia the axis is vertical,
and for the subhelic arc it is horizontal. The subhelic arc is therefore made
up of suitably rotated 120◦ parhelia, just as the tanarcs are made up of
suitably rotated ordinary parhelia.
Fig. 11.2 shows the streetlight 120◦ parhelia. When viewed from above,
as in the figure, they look like d = ±120◦ curves, which are just arcs of two
circles. (The d = +120◦ curve is shown in Fig. 3.9.) But the 120◦ parhelia
are not planar unless Σ = 0◦ ; in fact they lie on the parhelic circle surface,
as shown in, say, Fig. 1.5, where the 120◦ parhelia are labelled K0 .
Figure 11.3 shows the streetlight subhelic arc for a lamp elevation of
Σ = 20◦ . The red and green curves are contours for the azimuth θ of the
crystal axis, with θ defined as in Fig. 5.2. For each θ the corresponding
θ-contour is on its own ‘parhelic circle,’ whose ‘up’ direction is not up at all
but is in the horizontal direction having azimuth θ. The θ-contour is in fact
a rotated pair of 120◦ parhelia, as shown in Fig. 11.4. If you look at them
from the direction with azimuth θ, they appear as d = ±120◦ curves.
Without computer help, it would be tough to see how all these rotated
◦
120 parhelia fit together to make up the subhelic arc surface. One thing that
we can understand, though, is the reason for the distinctive self-intersections
in the surface. Each θ-contour is, as I said, on a ‘parhelic circle’ whose ‘up’direction is in the (horizontal) direction having azimuth θ. The superlamp
curve is on that parhelic circle (surface), regardless of θ, as can be verified2
with Eq. 2.4. So for a point P of the superlamp curve to be on the subhelic
2

Or you can argue geometrically: For a parhelic circle whose ‘up’ direction is not
necessarily vertical, the outgoing ray differs from the incoming ray by a reflection in a
plane parallel to the up direction. If the up direction is horizontal, then one such reflection
will be in a horizontal plane. The resulting ray path will therefore be a ray path for the
superlamp or sublamp.
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ο

ο

0 10
θ= θ=

superlamp curve

θ=8 ο
0
θ=9 ο
0
θ=− ο
80

lamp

observer

sublamp curve

Σ = 20ο

lamp

observer

lamp

observer

Figure 11.3: Subhelic arc (surface) for lamp elevation Σ = 20◦ . The surface
intersects itself along the superlamp and sublamp curves (yellow). In each
of the lower two views, the surface has been cut with a horizontal plane
and the top has been removed. Red and green curves are contours for the
azimuth θ of the axis of the halo-making crystals.
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ο

θ=

50

lamp

observer

θ
=
ο

50

Σ = 20ο

Figure 11.4: The Σ = 20◦ subhelic arc as in Fig. 11.3 but here viewed from
the direction with azimuth θ = 50◦ . The θ = 50◦ contour (heavy red curve,
partly hidden) on the subhelic arc surface therefore looks like 120◦ parhelia
viewed from above, as in Fig. 11.2. The observer and the lamp cannot both
be in the plane of the paper.
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superlamp
curve

superlamp
curve

120ο
100ο

Q

P
60ο

50ο

60ο

50ο

Σ = 20ο

Figure 11.5: (Left) Point P on the superlamp curve and at elevation 50◦
from the lamp. The deviation between the incoming and outgoing rays is
2 · 50 = 100◦ as indicated. As the azimuth θ of the horizontal viewing
direction increases, the projected deviation d increases from d = 100◦ for
θ = 0◦ (this diagram) up to d = 180◦ for θ = 90◦ (the plane of the paper
viewed edge-on). Hence d = 120◦ for some intermediate θ. Since P is also
on the ‘parhelic circle’ whose ‘up’ direction is in the direction of azimuth θ,
then P is on the subhelic arc. (Right) Point Q on the superlamp curve and
at elevation 60◦ from the lamp. The point Q is the highest point on the
superlamp curve (with fixed Σ) that would also be on the subhelic arc. The
heavy part of the yellow curve is therefore the portion of the superlamp that
is on the subhelic arc. It is seen also in Fig. 11.3. In that diagram, as well
as both diagrams here, the lamp elevation is Σ = 20◦ .

arc surface, there need only be some θ for which the deviation between
the incoming and outgoing rays at P , when viewed from the direction with
azimuth θ, will appear to be 120◦ . This will be the case if, as in Fig. 11.5,
the angle of elevation of P , as seen from the lamp, is less than or equal to
60◦ .
So the points of the superlamp curve that are on the subhelic arc are
those points whose angle of elevation with respect to the lamp is less than
or equal to 60◦ . Those points make up the heavy yellow curve in Fig. 11.5.
Along that curve the subhelic arc surface is intersecting itself, since the
deviation will appear the same for θ as for −θ.
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The elevation angles of points on the superlamp curve vary from Σ (at
the lamp) on upward. Hence when Σ = 60◦ the part of the superlamp
curve on the subhelic arc reduces to a point, and for larger Σ it disappears
entirely. In the latter case the subhelic arc becomes a rather harmless looking
pumpkin-shaped surface, as in the lower right-hand diagram of Fig. 11.6,
where Σ = 70◦ .

11.3

Anthelic arc

Just as the subhelic arc is a two-dimensional version of the 120◦ parhelia, the
anthelic arc (i.e., Tricker arc) is a two-dimensional version of the 120◦ superand subparhelia. For both the anthelic arc and the super- and subparhelia,
the outgoing ray from the crystal differs from the incoming ray by a 120◦
rotoreflection about the crystal axis; for the 120◦ super- and subparhelia the
axis is vertical, and for the anthelic arc it is horizontal. So the anthelic arc
is made up of suitably rotated 120◦ super- and subparhelia.
To be continued. WORK HERE.

11.4

Subanthelic arc

To be written. WORK HERE.
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lamp

lamp

observer

observer

Σ = 30ο

Σ = 0ο

Σ = 70ο

Figure 11.6: Subhelic arc for Σ = 0, 30, 70◦ . The Σ = 70◦ diagram has been
cut in half to expose the observer and the lamp. In the Σ = 0◦ diagram the
superlamp and sublamp form a giant plus sign.
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antheliic arc

anthelion

Σ = 10ο

Figure 11.7: Three depictions of the streetlight anthelic arc (surface) for
lamp elevation Σ = 10◦ . Only a portion of the surface is shown; the complete
surface would be unbounded. The yellow curves are the anthelion.
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anthelic arc

anthelic arc at eye

anthelic arc at infinity
CHECK

anthelion at eye
anthelion

Σ = 10ο

Figure 11.8: Observer’s view of the anthelic arc in Fig. 11.7, with the observer facing away from the lamp. The projection is for a 12 mm rectilinear
lens. The anthelic arc at the eye is the classical anthelic (i.e., Tricker) arc.
The distinctive loop in it is a result of the self-intersection of the anthelic
arc surface.
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Σ = 10ο

Figure 11.9: The anthelic arc as in Fig. 11.7 but formed in a spotlight instead
of in a streetlight. Compare the observer’s view here with that in Fig. 11.8.
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anthelic arc

anthelion
observer

anthelion

anthelic arc
anthelion at eye

anthelion

anthelic arc
at eye

anthelic arc
at infinity

Σ = 50ο

Figure 11.10: Anthelic arc for Σ = 50◦ . As in Fig. 11.11, where Σ = 10◦ , the
intersection curves of the anthelic arc with itself are subsets of the anthelion
curves, but here the intersection curve on the observer’s side is no longer
eye-connected, and the loop in the classical anthelic arc (anthelic arc at eye)
has disappeared. Focal length 12 mm for the observer’s view.
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superlamp

subhelic arc

lamp

anthelic arc

anthelion

observer

anthelion
sublamp

Σ = 10ο

Figure 11.11: The anthelic arc (orange surface) of Fig. 11.7 together with
the subhelic arc (green surface). The two intersection curves of the subhelic
arc with itself are subsets of the superlamp and sublamp curves, and the two
intersection curves of the anthelic arc with itself are subsets of the anthelion
curves.
θ = 70ο

Σ = 10ο

Figure 11.12: The anthelic and subhelic arc surfaces of Fig. 11.11 but viewed
from the direction with azimuth θ = 70◦ . The θ = 70◦ contour (heavy red
curve) therefore looks like 120◦ parhelia viewed from above, as in Fig. 11.2.
Also see Fig. 11.4.
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Nomenclature woes

The more I think about the kaleidoscope arcs, the deeper the nomenclature
morass becomes. The existing names for these halos— ‘helic arc,’ ‘subhelic
arc,’ ‘anthelic arc,’ and ‘subanthelic arc’—do not work well when the halos
are streetlight halos. Marko Riikonen anticipated some of these nomenclature problems in a blog comment to the Ice Crystal Halos [1] entry for
Sunday, December 20, 2009. I welcome other suggestions as well.
The traditional names for the kaleidoscope arcs derive from the close
associations of the arcs with the helion (sun), subhelion (subsun), anthelion,
and subanthelion. Whereas the classical versions of the helion, subhelion,
anthelion, and subanthelion are points, the streetlight versions are curves, as
shown in Fig. 11.13. Two of these streetlight halos are familiar: The helion
is the line segment that I have been calling the lamp halo, and the subhelion
is the union of the two curves that I have been calling the sublamp and
superlamp. The anthelion appeared in Figs. 11.7–11.12 but without much
explanation. The subanthelion is appearing for the first time in Fig. 11.13.
Already things look peculiar, because you have some ‘sub’ things that are
as much super as sub. It seems like we need better names for the subhelion
and subanthelion.

Subhelion and subhelic arc
The subhelic arc further illustrates the nomenclature difficulties. As already
mentioned, the classical subhelic arc derives its name from its close association with the subhelion. The streetlight subhelic arc is likewise associated
with the streetlight subhelion. In fact, as we saw in Section 11.2, the subhelic arc (surface) intersects itself along the subhelion (curves) whenever, as
in Fig. 11.14, the lamp elevation is less than 60◦ . So the similarity of the
names ‘subhelic arc’ and ‘subhelion’ seems reasonable. It also seems reasonable that both of the purple curves in the figure—the superlamp and the
sublamp—be considered as making up the subhelion, since the subhelic arc
contains equal portions of each of them.3 But the ‘sub’ part of the names
is no good, whether in ‘subhelion’ or in ‘subhelic arc,’ since in both cases
there is just as much super as sub. We do not want to get boxed into writing
logical monstrosities like ‘subsubhelion’ or ‘upper subhelion.’
3

I am not sure, but I do not see any natural way—even if we wanted to—of breaking
up the subhelic arc into two pieces, one associated with the superlamp and one with the
sublamp. So it seems like we do indeed need a name for the union of the superlamp and
sublamp curves.
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subhelion
(superlamp portion)
subanthelion
helion or lamp or sun
anthelion

anthelion

subanthelion
subhelion
(sublamp portion)

superparhelic circle

subanthelion
subhelion
(superlamp portion)

parhelic circle

anthelion

anthelion
helion

subparhelic circle

subanthelion

subhelion
(sublamp portion)

Figure 11.13: (Top) Streetlight helion (yellow line segment), subhelion (two
purple curves), anthelion (two red curves), and subanthelion (two orange
line segments). They are all in the vertical plane containing the lamp and
the observer. (Bottom) Same but with the addition of the parhelic and
subparhelic circles. The names ‘subhelion’ and ‘subanthelion’ may need to
be changed.
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subhelion

lamp

observer

subhelion

Subhelic arc, Σ = 20ο

Figure 11.14: Subhelic arc (orange surface) and subhelion (purple curves)
for lamp elevation Σ = 20◦ . The subhelic arc (surface) intersects itself along
the subhelion (curves) when, as here, Σ < 60◦ . The names ‘subhelion’ and
‘subhelic arc’ may need to be changed.

Here is the situation for the other kaleidoscope halos:

Helion and helic arc
Figure 11.15 shows the helion and the helic arc. The helic arc intersects itself
along the helion when, as in the figure, the lamp elevation is less than 60◦ .
The names ‘helion’ and ‘helic arc’ seem O.K. to me.

Anthelion and anthelic arc
Figure 11.16 shows the anthelion and anthelic arc (i.e., Tricker arc). The
anthelic arc intersects itself along the anthelion when, as in the figure, the
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lamp
helion

observer

Helic arc, Σ = 20ο

Figure 11.15: Helic arc (orange surface) and helion (yellow line segment)
for Σ = 20◦ . The helic arc intersects itself along the helion when, as here,
Σ < 60◦ .
lamp elevation is less than 30◦ . So the similarity of the names ‘anthelic arc’
and ‘anthelion’ seems reasonable, and it seems reasonable that ‘anthelion’
should include both of the red curves in the figure. There is no sub-super
problem here, but we may still want to ask whether ‘ant-’ is the best prefix.

Subanthelion and subanthelic arc
Figure 11.17 shows the subanthelion and subanthelic arc. The subanthelic
arc intersects itself along the subanthelion when, as in the figure, the lamp
elevation is less than 30◦ . So the similarity of the names ‘subanthelic arc’ and
‘subanthelion’ seems reasonable, and it seems reasonable that ‘subanthelion’
should include both of the orange segments in the figure, but the ‘sub’ part
is no good, whether in ‘subanthelion’ or ‘subanthelic arc.’

What to do about it?
Let’s go back to the subhelion and subhelic arc. We seem to need better
names for both of them, names that do not involve ‘sub.’ If we wish to
emphasize the association of the subhelic arc with the subhelion, then the
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subhelion

anthelion

anthelion
subhelion

Anthelic arc, Σ = 10ο

Figure 11.16: Anthelic arc (orange surfaces) and anthelion (red curves) for
Σ = 10◦ . The anthelic arc intersects itself along the anthelion when, as here,
Σ < 30◦ .
new names need to be similar to each other: the something-or-other-helion
and the something-or-other-helic arc. But emphasizing the association may
not be necessary, so we should probably consider wider possibilities as well.
Similar remarks apply to the subanthelion and subanthelic arc.
In the end we may decide to make no changes at all and just to live with
the current nomenclature difficulties. The difficulties do not much affect the
classical halos. On the other hand, everything is conceptually simpler if we
get the logic right. As it is now, the nomenclature clashes with the logic.
The halos that we have been considering are all simple, in the sense that
for each of them the relation of the outgoing ray to the incoming ray is
simple, as shown in Table 11.1. Maybe the table will suggest some ideas for
good nomenclature.
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subanthelion

subanthelion

Subanthelic arc, Σ = 15ο

Figure 11.17: Subanthelic arc (green surfaces) and subanthelion (orange line
segments) for Σ = 15◦ . The subanthelic arc intersects itself along the subanthelion when, as here, Σ < 30◦ . The names ‘subanthelion’ and ‘subanthelic
arc’ may need to be changed.
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subparhelic circle
(180o rotation about
a horizontal axis)

subhelion
(reflection in horizontal plane)

subanthelion
(inversion)

parhelic circle
(reflection in a vertical plane)

anthelion
(180o rotation about
vertical axis)

anthelion
(180o rotation about
vertical axis)

subparhelic circle
(180o rotation about
a horizontal axis)

helion
(identity)

subanthelion
(inversion)

subhelion
(reflection in horizontal plane)

Figure 11.18: The halos of Fig. 11.13 together with their ray operations.
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Table 11.1: Some halos and the operations that differentiate their outgoing
rays from their incoming rays.
Halo

Ray operation

Helion (lamp halo)
Subhelion
Helic arc
Subhelic arc

Identity
Reflection in the horizontal plane
Reflection in a plane inclined 60◦ to the horizontal
120◦ rotation about a horizontal axis

Parhelic circle
Subparhelic circle
Subanthelic arc
Anthelic arc

Reflection in a vertical plane
180◦ rotation about a horizontal axis
180◦ rotation about an axis inclined 60◦ to the horizontal
120◦ rotoreflection about a horizontal axis

Anthelion
Subanthelion

180◦ rotation about the vertical axis
Inversion
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Chapter 12

A Halo to Look For
As I look over this chapter, several months after writing it, it looks
rather exotic to me. You may wish to push on to Chapter 13, which
deals with the more concrete topic of windshield halos.

Lars Gislén and his colleagues [6] have made Monte Carlo simulations of
streetlight halos. In their Fig. 5, some of the simulations show a strange
halo that resembles two giant arms, bowed out and extending upward from
the lamp. The crystals in the simulations are just oriented plates, so you
might think that we would recognize all of the halos. But even though Lars
described a possible ray path for the funny halo, it took me a long time to
begin to see what might be going on. As mentioned earlier, halos that are
not eye-connected do not give away their identities, since experience with
the classical halos is no help.
The arms halo turns out to be the superparhelic circle. Figure 12.1 shows
the superparhelic circle both in space and in the observer’s view. Where
the curves appear close together in the observer’s view the halo would be
expected to be bright, since there the observer is looking nearly tangentially
along the surface, and since the portion of surface that has been plotted is
not too far from the lamp.
But not all superparhelic ray paths are created equal. At the end of each
arm in the simulations there is something that reminds me of a fish hook.
Recently Lars kindly reran his Σ = 40◦ plate crystal simulation and sorted
ray paths responsible for the arms. In the hooks region he found a preponderance of ray paths like 3b57, where b is an odd number of internal basal
face reflections, not necessarily together. Those paths are superparhelic
circle ray paths but they do not distribute light uniformly around the superparhelic circle. (In oriented columns instead of plates they would be ray
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Figure 12.1: Superparhelic circle C1 for lamp elevation Σ = 40◦ . In the righthand diagram only the constituent curves of C1 that were within about four
times the observer’s horizontal distance from the lamp got plotted; without
this restriction on the curves, C1 would appear to extend out to the dotted
curve C1 -at-∞, which is the superparhelic circle at infinity.

Σ = 40ο

Figure 12.2: Same as Fig. 12.1 but with the addition of the halo surface
(colored curves) from 3b457 ray paths in oriented plates. See Section 12.1.
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paths for the diffuse B arcs.) In a portion of the arms halo closer to the
lamp he found more of a mix of superparhelic circle ray paths. And in the
portion closest to the lamp he found a preponderance of the superparhelic
circle paths 3b5673, which in oriented columns would be diffuse A paths.
I believe that Lars plans to make his simulation program publicly available, including the ray sorting feature, in which case you can explore some
of the possibilities yourself. You should be aware, however, that the distribution of ray paths for the superparhelic (or subparhelic) circle can depend
significantly on crystal shape, since shielding by crystal faces is important
for several of the ray paths. So for instance if you make the hexagonal faces
somewhat irregular, without of course changing interfacial angles, you can
change the distribution of ray paths.
It will be fun to look for the arms halo next winter. I have asked a few of
you about it, and apparently nobody has seen it yet. To see it you will need
a good plate crystal display, and, as can be seen from Fig. 12.1, you will
need a lamp, preferably omnidirectional, that is not shaded on top or behind. Even with the lamp elevation angle fixed, you will want to experiment
with your distance from the lamp, since scale matters. The usual spotlight
configuration, where you are standing in the beam, will not work, regardless
of whether you face toward or away from the lamp. It is not clear to me
whether you might be able to get the arms halo by holding the spotlight in
front and above you and pointing it away from you and somewhat up. But
if a display from an unshaded streetlight has good superparhelia, it seems
as if it should also show the arms.

12.1

Another unbounded halo surface

When I first saw the hooks in the simulations, I thought they might be
due to the superparhelic circle ray paths 3b457. Those paths are like superparhelion ray paths but with the projected deviation increased by 120◦ .
The resulting halo surface is therefore relatively easy to plot. However, at
least in the simulation that Lars examined, there were only relatively few
3b457’s in the hooks. I nevertheless include Fig. 12.2, showing the halo surface from 3b457 ray paths (neglecting shielding by crystal faces). I do so
partly because, being unbounded, the surface nicely illustrates1 some of the
ideas from Section 2.6.
1

This current chapter was written before Chapter 10 and Chapter 11, which treat
the kaleidoscope arcs. The kaleidoscope arcs, especially the helic arc, give examples of
unbounded halo surfaces that are easier to grasp.
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Σ = 40ο

Σ = 20ο

Figure 12.3: (Left) Same as the observer’s view in Fig. 12.2 but with the
addition of the parhelion caustics and the superparhelia. (Right) Same but
with Σ = 20◦ .
In Fig. 12.2 it takes some study in order to relate the spatial diagram
with the observer’s view. The colors red and orange are both for minimum
deviation. For the observer (right-hand diagram) the red and orange curves
merge at the point labelled ‘Dmin at ∞,’ but in fact the curves are nowhere
near each other, as can be seen in the left-hand diagram. Similarly, purple,
as well as turquoise, is now for maximum deviation, and purple and turquoise
curves appear to the observer to merge at the point labelled ‘Dmax at ∞,’
though in space they are separated. The arc of the dotted curve C1 -at-∞
that lies between the points Dmin -at-∞ and Dmax -at-∞ is the 3b457 halo at
infinity.
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Chapter 13

Windshield Halos
Windshield halos are nighttime halos that form when light from a nearby
streetlight or other source falls on ice crystals on a car roof or windshield.
The January 30, 2010, entry on the Ice Crystal Halos site [1] has photos of
such halos.
The figures below show how windshield halos form, and they give idealized theoretical predictions for some common windshield halos. In the
windshield even these common halos can look strange indeed, and they cannot always be identified by comparison with familiar classical (i.e., solar)
halos. The shapes of windshield halos depend dramatically on two parameters:
1. The lamp elevation Σ, that is, the inclination of the observer–lamp
line with respect to the plane of the windshield.
2. The windshield level H relative to the observer and the lamp.1 The
level of the observer is H = 0, the level of the lamp is H = 1, and the level
half way between the two is H = 0.5.
The halos that I will consider are, first, the 22◦ circular halo (caustic), the
circumzenith arc, and the circumhorizon arc. Then I will add the parhelic
circle and its halos—the parhelia (tails as well as caustics), 120◦ parhelia,
and, for completeness, the ‘lamp halo.’ Finally I will consider the superparhelic and subparhelic circles and their halos.
Except for the 22◦ halo, I am assuming that the halos are forming in plate
1

H=

zwindshield − zobserver
,
zlamp − zobserver

where the z-axis is perpendicular to the windshield.
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crystals each of which has a basal face flush against the windshield. That
means that the effective ‘up’ direction is perpendicular to the windshield.

Getting around on the windshield
In displaying the observer’s views in the figures, I oriented them in the
conventional way, with the circumzenith arc above the 22◦ halo and with
the circumhorizon arc below it, just as the classical halos appear in the sky.
So you can find your way around in these figures. But how do you do so on
your real windshield, where the identity of the halos may not be obvious?
One thing you can do is to continuously change the observer–windshield–
lamp configuration, that is, change Σ and H, until the display resembles
something classical that you can recognize, as in the Σ = 20◦ , H = 0.15
diagram of Fig. 13.12. Then you can reverse the procedure and pay attention
as the familiar halos morph back into their initial strange guises.
Another thing you can do is to use the effective zenith point. If you
look at the plane of the windshield, in the direction perpendicular to it,
then you are looking either at the effective zenith point or the effective
nadir point. The point you are seeing will be the effective zenith point if
the windshield is between the observer and the lamp.2 It can be thought
of as being on the plane of the windshield, but it is not necessarily on the
windshield itself, since the windshield, unlike the plane of the windshield, is
finite. The effective zenith point and the lamp will orient you, just as they
would have in Fig. 13.14 if I had oriented the diagrams arbitrarily, omitting
the ground and the light pole.

Superparhelic and subparhelic circles
The bottom diagram of Fig. 13.15 differs from the middle diagram only in
that the lamp has been interchanged with its own reflected image in the
windshield. In the windshield the superparhelic circle and its halos in the
middle diagram will therefore coincide with the parhelic circle and its halos
in the bottom diagram; a ray path does not care if its reflection occurs in
the windshield rather than in a basal face of a crystal. So in the windshield
the superparhelic circle and its halos give us nothing that looks new. The
same goes for the subparhelic circle and its halos.
2

More generally, the point will be the effective zenith point if H > 0. My convention on
the effective up direction is that it be perpendicular to the windshield, as it must be, and
that the component of the observer–lamp vector in the effective up direction be positive.
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As in Fig. 13.19, the subparhelic circle and its halos look like the parhelic
circle and its halos with 0 < H < 0.5. This is the case where the observer
is relatively close to the windshield and where the halos look familiar. As
in Fig. 13.17, the superparhelic circle and its halos look like the parhelic
circle and its halos with 0.5 < H < 1. This is the case where the lamp is
relatively close to the windshield and where the halos look unfamiliar, if you
are thinking classically.
As can be seen in Chapter 1 or Chapter 3, the spatial parhelic circle and
its halos are always between the level of the observer and the level of the
lamp, so you can only see them on the windshield if 0 < H < 1, that is, if
the windshield is between the observer and the lamp.
On the other hand, the spatial superparhelic circle and its halos are all
above the level of the lamp.3 You can only see them in the windshield
if H > 1, that is, if the observer and lamp are on the same side of the
windshield, with the lamp closer to the windshield than is the observer.
They will look like the not-so-familiar versions of the parhelic circle and its
halos. Figure 13.17 is an example.
The spatial subparhelic circle and its halos are all below the level of
the observer. You can only see them in the windshield if H < 0, that is,
if the observer and lamp are on the same side of the windshield, with the
observer closer to the windshield than is the lamp. They will look like the
more familiar versions of the parhelic circle and its halos. Figure 13.19 is an
example.
I am not at all sure that the super–versus–sub distinction is worth making for halos in the windshield. The distinction largely depends on the
convention for ‘up.’ But the H < 0 versus H > 1 distinction is significant.
All of the preceding applies to direct light, as opposed to reflected light.
But halos can easily form on the windshield in reflected light.

Windshield halos in reflected light
In the figures you can take the large yellow dot to be the lamp. The halos
are then being made in the direct light from the lamp.
You can also take the yellow dot to be the image of the lamp formed
by reflection in the windshield. The halos are then forming in light that
reflects off the windshield before it encounters the crystals. The predicted
halo shapes are the same, whether the yellow dot is the actual lamp or
whether it is the reflected image of the lamp.4 But in the latter case, the
3
4

My ‘up’ convention makes Σ > 0 for windshield halos.
This is a gross oversimplification. For example, you are not going to get a circumzenith
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parameter Σ must be the inclination of the lamp image with respect to the
windshield.
In some of the figures, e.g., Fig. 13.3, the observer’s view contains a
black circle that is about the same size as the yellow dot. If the halos are
being formed in reflected light, then the black circle is the true lamp and
the yellow dot is its image.
In practice you might well get halos from both direct and reflected light
at the same time. Suppose, for example, that the observer–windshield–lamp
configuration has Σ = 15◦ and H = 1.45, as in the left-hand diagram of
Fig. 13.17. So the observer and lamp are on the same side of the windshield,
with the lamp closer to the windshield than is the observer. If good plate
crystals are present on the windshield, then the observer should see the
superparhelic circle and its halos as in the diagram.
But the image of the lamp will serve as another light source, and from
this source the observer will see the parhelic circle and its halos5 as in
the right-hand diagram of Fig. 13.17. The true lamp will be at the lamp
position in the left-hand diagram, and the lamp image will appear at the
superlamp position. How does the observer decide how much of the display
is superparhelic circle halos in direct light and how much is parhelic circle
halos in reflected light?
I don’t know the answer, but I intend to pay more attention to car roof
displays in which the roof is non-reflective. My vague recollection is that
such displays are not very good. If so, then much of the halo intensity in
car roof displays is from reflected light. On the other hand, the 22◦ halo
sometimes shows up in direct light on car roofs; evidently not all of the halo
intensity in car roof displays need be from reflected light.
Well, this is mostly speculation. I need to start watching roof and windshield displays more carefully.
The figures in this chapter are obviously highly idealized, and all the usual
caveats about intensity apply.

arc in light reflected off a car roof. A light ray cannot reflect off the roof and then encounter
the basal face of a plate crystal, since that basal face is flush against the roof.
5
The observer will also see the 22◦ halo as in the diagram if randomly oriented crystals
are present on the windshield.
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lamp

CZ
CH

22o halo
observer

Σ = 40ο

Figure 13.1: Streetlight halo display consisting of the circumzenith arc CZ,
circumhorizon arc CH, and 22◦ halo (caustic), all of which are surfaces in
space. The lamp elevation is Σ = 40◦ .
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streetlight CZ
windshield

streetlight CH
windshield CH

windshield
22o halo

streetlight
22o halo

22o halo
lamp

CH

Σ = 40ο, H = .15

Figure 13.2: (Top) Streetlight and windshield halo displays consisting of the
circumzenith arc CZ, circumhorizon arc CH, and 22◦ halo, the same as in
Fig. 13.1, with Σ = 40◦ . The halos on the windshield appear where the
streetlight halo surfaces intersect the windshield. The windshield is at level
H = 0.15. (Bottom) Observer’s view of the halos on the windshield. The
colored dots tracing out the halos here can also be seen on the windshield
in the upper diagram. The view is as in a photograph taken with a 15 mm
rectilinear lens. The larger tick marks are at five degree intervals.
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22o halo
windshield

CZ

CH

CZ

lamp

22o halo
CH

Σ = 40ο, H = .6

Figure 13.3: (Top) Streetlight circumzenith arc CZ, circumhorizon arc CH,
and 22◦ halo as in Fig. 13.2, with Σ = 40◦ , but now with the windshield at
level H = 0.6, so that the windshield halos—the intersections of the halo
surfaces with the windshield—are different. (Bottom) Observer’s view of
the windshield halos.
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CZ

120 PH

CH

PHC
PH

22o halo

Σ = 40ο

Figure 13.4: Streetlight plate halos and 22◦ halo with lamp elevation
Σ = 40◦ . This is the same as Fig. 13.1 but with more halos. The halos are
the 22◦ halo (orange surface), the parhelia PH (red surface), the parhelic
circle PHC (green surface), the 120◦ parhelia (two yellow curves), the circumzenith arc CZ (blue surface) and the circumhorizon arc CH (purple
surface).
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CZ

120 PH
PHC

CH
PH
22o halo

PH caustic
PH

PHC

22o halo
CH

Σ = 40ο, H = .15

Figure 13.5: (Top) The streetlight plate and 22◦ halos of Fig. 13.4, with
Σ = 40◦ , but with the addition of the windshield at level H = 0.15. This
figure is the same as Fig. 13.2 but with more halos. As always, the windshield
halos are where the streetlight halos intersect the windshield. (Bottom)
Observer’s view of the windshield halos.
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CZ

22o halo
PH

PHC

CH

120 PH

Σ = 40ο, H = .6

Figure 13.6: (Top) Streetlight and windshield halos with lamp elevation
Σ = 40◦ and windshield level H = 0.6. This is the same as Fig. 13.5 except
for H. (Bottom) Observer’s view of the windshield halos.
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CZ

22o halo
PH
CH
PHC

120 PH

Σ = 40ο, H = .7

Figure 13.7: (Top) Streetlight and windshield halos with lamp elevation
Σ = 40◦ and windshield level H = 0.7. This is like Fig. 13.5 and Fig. 13.6
except for H. (Bottom) Observer’s view of the windshield halos.
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CZ

22o halo

120 PH
PHC

PH

CH

Σ = 20ο

Figure 13.8: Streetlight plate and 22◦ halos with lamp elevation Σ = 20◦ .
This is like Fig. 13.4 except for Σ.
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CZ

22o halo
PHC

PH

CH

Σ = 20ο, H = .15

Figure 13.9: (Top) Streetlight plate and 22◦ halos as in Fig. 13.8 but with
the addition of the windshield, at level H = 0.15. (Bottom) Observer’s
view of the windshield halos. Because the windshield is intersecting most
of the streetlight halos close to the eye, where the classical halos form, the
windshield halos here look familiar, except for the circumhorizon arc.
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CZ

22o halo
120 PH
PHC
PH

CH

Σ = 65ο

Figure 13.10: Streetlight plate and 22◦ halos with lamp elevation Σ = 65◦ .
This is like Fig. 13.4 and Fig. 13.8 except for Σ.
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22o halo
PH

120 PH
PHC

Σ = 65ο, H = .7

Figure 13.11: Streetlight plate and 22◦ halos as in Fig. 13.10, with Σ = 65◦ ,
but with the addition of the windshield, at level H = 0.70.
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CZ

22o halo

PHC

PH

CH

Σ = 20ο, H = .15

120 PH

Σ = 20ο, H = .5

Σ = 20ο, H = .7

Figure 13.12: Observer’s views of windshield halos for lamp elevation Σ =
20◦ and windshield levels H = 0.15, 0.5, 0.7. Colors are as usual: Orange
is 22◦ halo, red is parhelia PH, green is parhelic circle PHC, yellow is 120◦
parhelia, blue is circumzenith arc CZ, purple is circumhorizon arc CH.
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CZ

CH
CH

Σ = 40ο, H = .15

Σ = 40ο, H = .3

120 PH

Σ = 40ο, H = .6

Σ = 40ο, H = .75

Figure 13.13: Observer’s views of windshield halos for lamp elevation Σ =
40◦ and windshield levels H = 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 0.75.
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120 PH
PH
Z

Z
PHC

22o halo

CH

Σ = 65ο, H = .15

Z

Σ = 65ο, H = .3

Z
CZ

Σ = 65ο, H = .7

Σ = 65ο, H = .85

Figure 13.14: Observer’s views of windshield halos for lamp elevation Σ =
65◦ and windshield levels H = 0.15, 0.3, 0.7, 0.85. The point Z is the effective
zenith point.
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lamp image
windshield

lamp
windshield

lamp

lamp image

Σ = 27ο, H = .76

Σ = 15ο, H = 1.45

superPHC
windshield

lamp
PHC
PHC

subPHC

Σ = 15ο, H = 1.45
superPHC
lamp
windshield

PHC

PHC

subPHC

Σ = 27ο, H = .76

Figure 13.15: (Top) Two closely related observer–windshield–lamp configurations. The position of the lamp in the right-hand diagram is the position
of the lamp image in the left. Σ = 15◦ , H = 1.45 at left, Σ = 27◦ , H = 0.76
at right. (Middle and bottom) The same two diagrams but with the addition
of the spatial parhelic, superparhelic, and subparhelic circles and their halos,
together with the 22◦ halo. In the windshield, the superparhelic circle and
its halos in the middle diagram will coincide with the parhelic circle and its
halos in the bottom.
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Σ = 15ο, H = 1.45

Σ = 27ο, H = .76

Figure 13.16: Another perspective for the diagrams of Fig. 13.15. Except
for the 22◦ halo, the windshield halos are the same.
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lamp (halo)
superlamp

superPH

22o halo
PH

super120

120 PH
PHC

superPHC
lamp (non-halo)

Σ = 15ο, H = 1.45

Σ = 27ο, H = .76

Figure 13.17: Observer’s views of the windshield halos in Fig. 13.15 and
Fig. 13.16. The superparhelic circle and its halos in the left-hand diagram
coincide with the parhelic circle and its halos in the right.
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lamp

lamp image

windshield

windshield

lamp image

lamp

Σ = 15ο, H = −.3

Σ = 23ο, H = .19
lamp
PHC

PHC
windshield

subPHC

lamp image

Σ = 15ο, H = −.3
lamp image

windshield
PHC

PHC
lamp

Σ = 23ο, H = .19

Figure 13.18: (Top) Like Fig. 13.15 but with the windshield at a different
level. The position of the lamp in the right-hand diagram is the position of
the lamp image in the left. Σ = 15◦ , H = −0.3 at left, Σ = 23◦ , H = 0.19 at
right. (Middle and bottom) The same two diagrams but with the addition of
the spatial parhelic, superparhelic, and subparhelic circles and their halos,
together with the 22◦ halo. In the windshield, the subparhelic circle and
its halos in the middle diagram will coincide with the parhelic circle and its
halos in the bottom.
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lamp (non-halo)

sublamp
subPHC

subPH

Σ = 15ο, H = −.3

lamp (halo)

22o halo
PHC

PH

Σ = 23ο, H = .19

Figure 13.19: Observer’s views of the windshield halos in Fig. 13.18. The
subparhelic circle and its halos in the upper diagram coincide with the
parhelic circle and its halos in the lower. The focal length for the view
is 15 mm, as always.
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Chapter 14

What Next?
The halos treated in the preceding chapters are all special in one way or
another. (The early halo theorists were lucky; nearly all of the common
halos are in some sense atypical and as a result are easy to deal with.) I
really do not know at this point whether we will be able to go further with
the streetlight halo calculations. Will we be able to calculate a streetlight
18◦ plate arc? Will we be able to calculate the caustics of the streetlight
supralateral and infralateral arcs? Will we even be able to say what is meant
by their caustics? I have no idea.
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Appendix A

Halo notation
C0 , C1 , C2

Parhelic circle, superparhelic circle, subparhelic circle

K0 , K1 , K2

120◦ parhelion, 120◦ superparhelion, 120◦ subparhelion

L0 , L1 , L2

Lamp (halo), superlamp, sublamp

P0 or P

Parhelion

P0∗

Parhelion caustic

or

P∗

P1 , P2

Superparhelion, subparhelion

P1∗ ,

Superparhelion caustic, subparhelion caustic

P2∗

T

Tanarc

T∗

Tanarc caustic

∪ Ci

Combined parhelic circle C0 ∪ C1 ∪ C2

∪ Pi

Combined parhelia P0 ∪ P1 ∪ P2

CZ

Circumzenith arc

CH

Circumhorizon arc
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